
 
Poverty in the Age of Affluence 
 
Typically, when we think of discrimination, we think about race or religion or disability. Unfortunately, 
and almost unbelievably, poverty is a rapidly growing segment in America and this group is often the 
target of discrimination. This month, we feature resources to inform and educate on this topic.  
 
 
 Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City by Matthew Desmond 
Review by Marjorie Buchanan, Parish Administrator 
 
I have always been frustrated by the fact that if a person is struggling to pay their bills, stay housed and 
feed themselves, they find late payment penalties, bank fees, and red tape only adds to their burden. 
Charging a person more and creating complicated hoops to sort through keeps freedom from debt just 
out of reach.  
 
In the book Evicted, Matthew Desmond follows two landlords and eight families in Milwaukee as they 
struggle to stay housed. He takes scholarly sociological research and creates a very compelling 
combination of personal stories with research-based evidence. The burden I had in my mind about 
disparity of charges for someone behind in their bills and someone on top of their bills is so much more 
complicated when you add eviction to the picture. Desmond skillfully weaves history and exposes our 
country’s systems of discrimination as he shares personal stories of the people he follows. Check the 

book out from Holy Spirit’s library. It’s tough to put down. 
 
 
Similar titles 
 
$2.00 A Day by Kathryn J. Edin and H. Luke Shaefer 
The number of American families living on $2.00 per person, per day, has skyrocketed to one and a half million households, 
including about three million children. Where do these families live? How did they get so desperately poor? Through this 
book’s eye-opening analysis and many compelling profiles, moving and startling answers emerge. $2.00 a Day delivers new 
evidence and new ideas to our national debate on income inequality. 
 
The American Way of Poverty: How the Other Half Still Lives by Sasha Abramsky 
Abramsky brings the effects of economic inequality out of the shadows and, ultimately, suggests ways for moving toward a 
fairer and more equitable social contract. Exploring everything from housing policy to wage protections and affordable higher 
education, Abramsky lays out a panoramic blueprint for a reinvigorated political process that, in turn, will pave the way for a 
renewed War on Poverty. 
 
 
 Marjorie is also reading  
 
Lilac Girls:  A Novel by Martha Hall Kelly 
The life of a real World War II heroine, this novel reveals the power of unsung women to change history in their quest for love, 
freedom, and second chances. New York socialite Caroline Ferriday has her hands full with her post at the French consulate 
and a new love on the horizon. But Caroline’s world is forever changed when Hitler’s army invades Poland in September 
1939—and then sets its sights on France. 
 
The Hiding Place by Corrie Ten Boom  (available in book and DVD format) 
Corrie ten Boom was a Dutch watchmaker who became a heroine of the Resistance, a survivor of Hitler's concentration camps, 
and one of the most remarkable evangelists of the twentieth century. In World War II she and her family risked their lives to 
help Jews and underground workers escape from the Nazis, and for their work they were tested in the infamous Nazi death 
camps. Only Corrie among her family survived to tell the story of how faith ultimately triumphs over evil. 
 
 
Notes: 
o This is our sixth in a yearlong series of book reviews by Holy Spirit pastors and staff.  
o All books are available in your church library. Book descriptions are from Amazon.com.   
o Visit the Library downstairs to find these and other books and videos for all ages.  
o The full library catalog is available at www.hslckirkland.org (under “Programs” select “Library at HSLC”).   


